Abstract. Lung ca ncer is the leading cause of cancer-associated mortality due to high incidence and poor survival rates, irrespective of global variations in its biology and treatment. Changes in DNA methylation are frequent in cancer and constitute an important mechanism in tumorigenesis. Normal mucosa of esophagus-specific 1 (NMES1) is expressed in epithelial tissue and is believed to be a tumor suppressor gene. The present study investigated the methylation status of the NMES1 promoter in 178 cases of primary non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) by pyrosequencing and evaluated the prognostic value of this methylation. NMES1 methylation-positive tumors above the background threshold for non-malignant tissue were found in 15 cases (8.4%) and were detected exclusively in malignant tissues. In addition, univariate and multivariate analyses showed that methylation-positive patients experienced worse overall survival rate (OSR) compared with methylation-negative patients (adjusted hazard ratio, 2.62; 95% confidence interval, 1.20-5.69; P= 0.02). Notably, within the methylation-positive group, patients with strong methylation tended to experience worse OSR compared with those with weak methylation (adjusted hazard ratio, 2.45 vs. 3.05; P trend = 0.02). These findings suggest that NMES1 may serve an important role in lung cancer pathogenesis, and its methylation could be considered a prognostic marker for NSCLC. Further studies with large numbers of samples are required to confirm this conclusion.
Introduction
Although significant advances have been made toward the reduction of occupational health hazards associated with lung cancer, particularly smoking, and in the prevention of various disorders, lung cancer remains a highly lethal disease. Moreover, survival rates are not improving owing to late diagnosis and unsatisfactory monitoring for recurrence (therapy response) (1, 2) . This makes the search for suitable biomarkers one of the highest priorities in the study of lung cancer (3, 4) . Abnormal DNA methylation is an important epigenetic regulator of tumorigenesis (5) . Deciphering common and specific DNA methylation patterns of cancerous tissue is essential for understanding tumor development. The potential use of gene methylation for the detection and diagnosis of lung cancer in biopsy specimens has been evaluated in several studies (6, 7) .
Normal mucosa of esophagus-specific 1 (NMES1), also known as C15orf48, was first identified in a study of human esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) tissues, which showed that its mRNA and protein levels were reduced in carcinoma samples (8) . Overexpression of NMES1 inhibits cell motility in ESCC cell lines (9) , suggesting its suppressive role in tumorigenesis in the esophagus. Furthermore, NMES1 transcripts have been found to be inactivated by DNA methylation in invasive cervical cancer and colon cancer (10, 11) . Notably, NMES1 has been identified as a potential candidate for modifiers of susceptibility to skin tumor promotion by phorbol ester (12) . NMES1 is mainly expressed in epithelial tissues, including weakly in the lungs (8) , but the precise function of NMES1 remains unknown. To understand the biological role of NMES1 in lung cancer, pyrosequencing was conducted in the present study to investigate the methylation status of the NMES1 promoter in resected primary non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and the association between these results and clinicopathological characteristics were assessed. Genomic DNA isolation and pyrosequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted using a QIAamp DNA Mini kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA) and was chemically modified with the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold kit (Zymo Research Corp., Irvine, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The methylation status of NMES1 was quantitatively determined by pyrosequencing. Briefly, bisulfate-modified DNA was PCR-amplified using forward primer 5'-TTA TAA GTA TTT AGG GGG GTT AAG A-3' and reverse primer biotin-5'-CCC CCT ACA AAA CAT TCT AC-3' with the GeneAmp Gold PCR Reagent kit (Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The PCR conditions were as follows: Denaturation at 95˚C for 10 min, then 40 cycles of 95˚C for 1 min, 55˚C for 1 min, 72˚C for 1 min, and final extension at 72˚C for 10 min. PCR product quality and absence of contamination were confirmed by 2% agarose gels with ethidium bromide staining. Following purification of the PCR product using Sepharose beads on a PyroMark Vaccum Prep Workstation (Qiagen, Inc.), pyrosequencing was performed according to the manufacturer's specifications using a sequencing primer (5'-TAG GGG GGT TAA GAG-3') and a PyroMark Q96MD system (Qiagen, Inc.). The mean methylation index (MI) was calculated from the mean of the methylation percentage for the eight evaluated CpG sites. To set the controls for pyrosequencing, CpGenome™ Universal methylated and unmethylated DNA (Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA) was used as a positive and negative control, with stable levels of methylation. Each pyrosequencing was repeated at least once to confirm the results.
Materials and methods

Patients
Statistical analysis. The association between methylation status and clinicopathological characteristics was analyzed by a χ 2 test for categorical variables. A logistic regression test was conducted to estimate the association between methylation and the covariates of age, sex, exposure to tobacco smoke and histology. The overall survival rate (OSR) of NSCLC patients according to NMES1 methylation status was compared using the Kaplan-Meier method and the log-rank test. Hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated using the multivariate Cox proportional hazard model. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. 
Results and Discussion
Methylation status and expression of NMES1 in NSCLC samples. In the present study, pyrosequencing was performed to analyze the methylation status of the human NMES1 gene in 178 primary NSCLCs and corresponding non-malignant lung tissue controls. Given the presence of CpG islands (CGIs) in the NMES1 5'-flanking region, including the first exon, the pyrosequencing primer was designed so as to encompass 8 CpGs from -165 to -115 bp upstream of the transcription start site. Consistently, Arai et al (9) previously demonstrated a high degree of DNA methylation within the same region in ESCC. Accurate and reproducible estimates of methylated cytosine content were obtained in all tested samples, and representative pyrograms are shown in Fig. 1 . Pyrosequencing of the representative PCR products showed that all cytosines at non-CpG sites were converted to thymines, ruling out the possibility of incomplete bisulfite conversion. Considering a mean MI of 7.10% for all non-malignant lung tissues, 7.10 was set as a cut-off point for a methylation-positive classification (data not shown). NMES1 methylation was detected exclusively in malignant tissues, at a frequency of 8.4% (15/178), suggesting that NMES1 promoter methylation may be a tumor-associated event during NSCLC tumorigenesis. These results represent the first demonstration of aberrant methylation of NMES1 in primary tumors of NSCLC patients. Furthermore, using an average MI of 28.95% for 15 methylated samples as a cut-off value (data not shown), methylation-positive tumors were divided into two groups, weak methylation (7.10≤MI<28.95) and strong methylation (MI≥28.95). Accordingly, 10 cases were assigned to the weak methylation group and 5 to the strong methylation group. Although there is no reasonable rationale to use median MI for assigning certain specimens to the weak or the strong methylation groups, this approach was followed based on the observation of a previous study (13) . Originally, Shaw et al (14) divided methylated samples into weak-and strong-methylation groups based on a median split, which is necessary to silence mRNA expression of the corresponding genes. In our previous study, using the log-rank test for patient OSR through a series of methylation levels measured by pyrosequencing revealed that the lowest P-value is observed around the median level (15).
To determine whether promoter methylation could be involved in the regulation of NMES1 expression, NMES1 mRNA levels were analyzed in 13 human lung cancer cell lines. Methylation status combined with RT-PCR findings showed that NMES1 mRNA was present in PC9 and NCI-H2009 cells with methylated alleles (MI=35.6 and MI=43.1, respectively), but was absent in NCI-H187 cells without methylated alleles (MI=2.5) ( Fig. 2A and B) . Moreover, NCI-H187 cells failed to restore their native expression level following 5-AzadC treatment (data not shown). The correlation between CGI hypermethylation and NMES mRNA expression in weak and strong methylation groups was assessed. However, the NMES1 expression could not be evaluated according to methylation degree (such as negative, weak and strong) in cancer tissues owing to no preparation of total RNAs to ideally match all malignant tissues with weak or strong methylation (data not shown). These results suggest that CGI hypermethylation may not be associated with NMES1 silencing; instead, other mechanisms may control its expression. This observation does not fit into the classical paradigm showing an inverse correlation between DNA methylation and gene expression (16) . Unexpectedly, integration of DNA methylation profiles and mRNA expression data in lung adenocarcinoma has indicated that approximately one-third of genes, which are differentially methylated between tumors and normal tissue, show concurrent changes in gene expression (17) . Accordingly, regulation through DNA methylation is likely more complex than previously anticipated. The identification of long-range DNA methylation, spreading of DNA methylation and DNA methylation just outside CGIs add increasing intricacy to the association between DNA methylation and gene expression (18, 19 Moreover, single CGI methylation is not sufficient to maintain silencing (22) . It could be speculated that other sites instead of the regions analyzed in the present study may be directly associated with NMES1 expression. Subsequently, the 5 CpGs that were located at the -397 to -357 region by pyrosequencing were investigated, showing no significant hypermethylation in malignant tissues compared with that in non-malignant tissues (data not shown). An attempt was made to compare the methylation of 6 CpGs at the transcription start site, but no pyrosequencing primer with a high score was available (data not shown). Therefore, additional research is required to clarify the mechanism regulating NMES1 expression.
Association of NMES1 promoter methylation with clinicopathological parameters and clinical outcomes. NMES1 promoter methylation was significantly more frequent in squamous cell Table II . Overall survival according to normal mucosa of esophagus-specific 1 methylation in non-small cell lung cancer patients. HRs, 95% CIs and their corresponding P-values were calculated using multivariate Cox proportional hazard models, adjusted for age, sex, smoking status, histology and pathological stage. HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; P LR , log-rank P-value. carcinoma than in adenocarcinoma (P=0.05; Table I ). However, no significant correlation was observed between methylation and any other factors, including age, sex, smoking status and pathological stage (Table I) . Next, Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was performed to determine the prognostic potential of NMES1 methylation. Notably, methylation-positive patients had worse OSR compared with methylation-negative patients [log-rank P (P LR )=0.02] (Table II and Fig. 3A) . Notably, patients with strong methylation exhibited significantly reduced OSR, compared with those with weak methylation (HRadj, 3.05 vs. 2.45; P trend =0.02) (Table II and Fig. 3B ), indicating that CGI methylation levels could influence the OSR. When stratified according to clinicopathological patient characteristics, NMES1 methylation was significantly associated with unfavorable survival in patients with stage II-IIIA disease (P LR =0.008), but not in patients with stage I disease ( Fig. 3C and D) . To evaluate NMES1 methylation as an independent prognostic factor in NSCLC, the data was further analyzed using the Cox proportional hazards regression adjusting for possible confounders of survival. NMES1 methylation was significantly associated with worse OSR in all patients [adjusted HR (HRadj), 2.62; 95% CI, 1.20-5.69; P= 0.02]. It is now known that NMES1 regulates cancer cell motility and is a component of mitochondrial respiratory chain complex IV (9, 23) . Importantly, a growing body of evidence has demonstrated that tumor cells have defective mitochondrial respiration due to their dominant glycolytic metabolism (24) . However, the precise function of NMES1 remains elusive. It is also difficult to imagine how methylated NMES1 would have any consequence in the tumorigenesis of lung cancer if mRNA expression and methylated DNA levels do not match. In addition to gene transcription repression, DNA methylation may also be important for alternative splicing, gene mutation and chromatin remodeling (25) (26) (27) . Taken together, these results suggest that NMES1 may serve an important role in lung cancer pathogenesis and its methylation could be considered a prognostic marker for NSCLC patients. The present observations may offer novel insights for the clinical management of pyrosequencing-derived methylation levels.
The present study has several limitations. First, the retrospective design and small number of sample cases could confer potential selection bias in results interpretation. Second, there is a shortage of information on qPCR and NMES1 expression according to methylation degree in the tumor tissues. Finally, there is no reasonable rationale to use median MI for assigning certain specimens to the weak or the strong methylation groups.
The present study has shown that the NMES1 promoter was methylated exclusively in tumor tissues of NSCLCs and that its methylation was associated significantly with unfavorable OSR in those patients. Although the current study did not offer a complete overview due the small sample size and lack of information on protein expression, it is the first report to demonstrate aberrant methylation of NMES1 in NSCLC and it provides clinical evidence to support the tumor-suppressing role of NMES1 in NSCLC. Future studies with larger sample sizes are required to confirm this conclusion.
